Can an observational method of assessing hand preference be used to predict language lateralisation?
The current study investigated (a) whether or not the WatHand Cabinet Test (WHCT, Bryden, Roy, & Spence, 2007) could be used as accurately as the Waterloo Handedness Questionnaire (WHQ) to classify individuals into language lateralisation groups based on their hand preference, and (b) the relationship between direction and degree of hand preference and language lateralisation. A total of 142 participants (82 right-handers and 60 left-handers) completed the WHQ and the WHCT, and performed a fused-words dichotic listening test. Findings indicated that the WHCT was robust alternative to the WHQ in providing a measure of hand preference as there was a high correlation between the WHCT and the WHQ, and individuals were divided into similar language lateralisation groups when using either the WHCT or the WHQ as the classifying variable. More specifically, there existed a predictable pattern of language lateralisation into which members of different handedness groups fell. The same pattern exists whether handedness is defined using subjective questionnaires or more objective observational measures of hand preference.